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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  growing  interest  in  personalized  medicine  leads  to  the  need  for  fast,  cheap  and  portable  devices
that  reveal  the  genetic  profile  easily  and  accurately.  To  this  direction,  several  ideas  to  avoid  the  clas-
sical  methods  of  diagnosis  and treatment  through  miniaturized  and  label-free  systems  have  emerged.
Capacitive  biosensors  address  these  requirements  and thus  have  the perspective  to  be used  in  advanced
diagnostic  devices  that  promise  early  detection  of  potential  fatal  conditions.  The  operation  principles,  as
eywords:
apacitive detection
iosensors
iomolecular interactions
icro-membranes

well  as the  design  and  fabrication  of several  capacitive  microsystems  for the  detection  of  biomolecular
interactions  are  presented  in  this  review.  These  systems  are  micro-membranes  based  on  surface  stress
changes,  interdigitated  micro-electrodes  and electrode–solution  interfaces.  Their  applications  extend  to
DNA  hybridization,  protein–ligand  binding,  antigen–antibody  binding,  etc.  Finally,  the  limitations  and
prospects  of capacitive  microsystems  in  biological  applications  are  discussed.
icro-electrodes © 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Microsystems literally are “very small systems” or “systems
ade of very small components” and emerged in the early 1960s
hile attempting to form integrated sensors. The motivation for

heir development is related to cost reduction and the possibility
o put the sensors on the same chip with the associated circuit.
hus, the term microsystems became common in referring to the
ntegration of sensors, actuators and signal-processing electron-
cs on a common substrate (Senturia, 2001). The development of

icroelectronics and micromachining lead to a worldwide interest

their advantages extend to economical and technological sections
(Bryzek et al., 2006).

A sensor is a device that detects a signal and converts it into a
measurable quantity. A chemical sensor is a device that transforms
chemical information into an analytically useful signal. Chemi-
cal sensors usually contain two  basic components connected in
series: a chemical (molecular) recognition system (receptor) and
a physicochemical transducer. Biosensors are defined as chemi-
cal sensors in which the recognition system utilizes a biochemical
mechanism. The biosensors that can be repeatedly calibrated and
are suitable for monitoring both the increase and decrease of
n microsystems, now widely called MEMS  (Microelectromechan-
cal Systems), and their application to several aspects of everyday
ife. Sensors constitute about 40% of the market of MEMS  and

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: vasso@imel.demokritos.gr (V. Tsouti).

956-5663/$ – see front matter ©  2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.bios.2011.05.047
the analyte concentrations in batch reactors or flow-through cells
can be called multiple-use biosensors contrary to the single-use
biosensors, which are disposable and non-regenerative devices
(Thévenot et al., 1999). In this review we  will mainly refer to

affinity biosensors, in which a specific binding between the recep-
tor molecules on the biosensor surface (probes) and the analyte
molecules under detection (targets) occurs. These are typically

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bios.2011.05.047
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09565663
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/bios
mailto:vasso@imel.demokritos.gr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bios.2011.05.047
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Fig. 1. Schematic diag

ingle-use biosensors. However, following an appropriate cleaning
rocedure, the devices can be regenerated and reused up to several
imes reducing the analysis cost (Numnuam et al., 2009).

The receptor component of the biosensor, which is, in most
ases, immobilized probe molecules, is selective to a particular ana-
yte or target molecule. The physicochemical transducer, which
s the most important part of the biosensor, converts the signal
aused by the interaction between probe and target molecules into

 macroscopic measurable signal. This signal is finally converted
o a more stable and amplified electrical signal through the driv-
ng circuit, which is the third component of a biosensor (Fig. 1).
he capacitive microsystems that are described next represent the
ransducer of a biosensor device and are able to convert the signal
f the biological interactions into variations of a capacitance value.

Affinity biosensors can be label-free or labelled sensors. Labels
re often used as an easy way to confirm the interaction between
he probe and target molecules. The target molecules are usually
abelled with fluorescent markers, active enzymes, magnetic beads,
adioactive species or quantum dots (Waggoner and Craighead,
007; Daniels and Pourmand, 2007). Labelling occurs either directly
n the target molecules prior to the interaction or in a step after
inding of the target molecules on the sensing sites. In a typical
nalysis using microarrays, probe molecules are immobilized on
ifferent sites of the same piece of glass and the labelled target
olecules indicate the occurrence of an interaction depending on

he site where the label signal is observed. These arrays are suitable
or fast and easy genome analysis with a potential to accommodate

 million sensing sites on a square centimetre (Kennedy et al., 2003).
However, label based techniques are characterized by several

isadvantages. For example, it is known that labelling is a time and
ost consuming process and may  affect the interaction between
he probe and target molecules, especially in the case of proteins.
n addition, in most label based techniques, the interaction cannot
e monitored in real time but only after the molecule binding. Real
ime measurements allow for studying the kinetics of the observed
nteractions and consequently understanding the prevailing physi-
al processes. Most of the biosensors that are presented here allow
or continuous real time measurements. The need for costly and
ulky systems to measure fluorescence, or in general the label sig-
al, is another drawback of labelled techniques as it hinders the
iniaturization of the systems.
Miniaturized biosensors are necessary for many applications

hat need portable integrated systems. The need for miniaturization
rises from the need to increase throughput and automation and
educe the cost of the diagnostic assays, which consume hundreds
f microliters of expensive reagents. Miniaturized systems, on the
ontrary, reduce reagent consumption by a factor of 103–104, pro-
iding dramatic savings for the repetitive assays often performed in
iagnostic laboratories (Figeys and Pinto, 2000). Through miniatur-

zed systems the diagnostic laboratories can be obviated allowing
etection at point-of-care, e.g. in a clinic or a doctor’s office, at home

r at remote places.

The applications of miniaturized biosensors involve environ-
ental monitoring such as water and air pollution or food

ontamination and point-of-care (PoC) diagnostics that can be real-
f an affinity biosensor.

ized analysing just drops of e.g. blood or saliva. PoC systems allow
early disease or infection diagnosis and thus can speed interven-
tion, which is of crucial importance in the case of viruses and
epidemics. In addition, early treatment is more efficient and usu-
ally less expensive compared to treatment at later stages of a
disease. For instance, biomarkers that may  be presymptomatic
indicators of diseases such as cancer or cardiovascular disease
could be detected in a quick and easy way by a PoC system. The
option of PoC systems capable to detect several biomarkers in
parallel, namely biosensor arrays, holds enormous potential for
directing personalized therapy and treatment monitoring of these
diseases (Rusling et al., 2010). Similarly to disease diagnosis, in
environmental monitoring, the timely detection of pathogens is
an issue that is not addressed by conventional methods. Portable
biosensors appear as promising candidates for rapid detection,
although their performance is still not adequate (Laczka et al.,
2007). Another potential use of micro array chips is finding and
characterizing life at remote places on earth and other planets
(http://www.spaceref.com/news/viewpr.html?pid=14312).

In order to address the need for fast, cheap and portable
devices, miniaturized and label-free systems, including electrical
biosensors and some surface stress based biosensors, have been
developed. The electrical biosensors can be amperometric, volta-
metric, impedance or capacitive sensors (Daniels and Pourmand,
2007; Berggren et al., 2001). Surface stress based biosensors are
usually bimorph microcantilevers with optical or piezoresistive
readout or alternatively the capacitive membranes, which will be
extensively described in this paper.

The main advantages of electrical sensing, and in particular
capacitive readout, are the ease of detection, low power consump-
tion and flexibility in the sensor size and sensitivity parameters.
In many cases, capacitive sensors can also be fabricated very eas-
ily and have the ability of integration of the readout setup in the
sensor. In addition, these devices have the merits of label-free sen-
sors, although the use of signal amplification schemes has also been
reported in order to increase the sensitivity. Label-free biosensors
cannot reach at the moment such high densities of sensing sites as
those of typical microarrays and their sensitivity is still under inves-
tigation. Nevertheless their advantages over labelled techniques,
such as real time measurements, simplicity as well as cost and vol-
ume  reduction of the devices are sufficient reasons for continuing
research on this field.

The term “capacitive biosensors” is usually referred to a subcate-
gory of impedance biosensors, in which the changes in capacitance
value are measured indirectly. In particular, impedance biosen-
sors are divided into nonfaradaic and faradaic sensors. A faradaic
process refers to charge transfer across an interface, namely the
metal–biological material interface, whereas a nonfaradaic process
does not involve charge transfer and may  refer to transient currents
charging a capacitor. Thus, the signal of nonfaradaic impedance
biosensors is mainly due to capacitance changes resulting in the

use of the term capacitive biosensor (Levine et al., 2009).

The reviews concerning capacitive biosensors mainly focus on
electrodes with impedimetric readout (Berggren et al., 2001). In the
following, we  overview the operation principle and applications of

http://www.spaceref.com/news/viewpr.html%3Fpid=14312
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uch microsystems but we also present the micromechanical bio-
unctionalized membranes. The results of their demonstration for
iological sensing and the recent efforts for effective sensing are
iscussed. Therefore, we initially present the two main categories
f capacitive microsystems for biological sensing: permittivity
ensors such as interdigitated electrodes and electrode–solution
nterfaces, and variable distance sensors, or in other words bio-
unctionalized membranes. The concept of developing microarrays
f capacitive biosensors is deployed in a separate section due to the
articular importance of such systems in bioanalytical studies.

. Capacitive sensors – operation principles

In their simplest configuration the electrodes of a capacitance
ype sensor are two close-spaced parallel plates. Therefore, the
apacitance between the two electrodes is given by

 = εrεo
A

d
(1)

here εo is the vacuum permittivity and εr is the relative permit-
ivity of the material between the plates. A is the electrode plate
urface area and d the plate distance. From this equation it is evident
hat a change in the capacitance of such a device can be inflicted
nly in three ways: (i) by altering the distance d between the two
lates, (ii) by altering the overlapping area A between the two plates
nd (iii) by a change in the dielectric permittivity between the
lates.

Altering the overlapping area A between the plates has not been
eported to date in capacitance type biological sensing. On the
ontrary, the approach based on dielectric permittivity changes
as been the subject of investigation during the last two  decades.
inally, altering the distance d between the plates is a new approach
n the field of biosensing gaining more and more interest.

Capacitive devices whose operation is based on the changes of
he permittivity of the biological material are subdivided into two
ategories: interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) and electrode–solution
nterfaces. In the first case interdigitated electrodes are imple-

ented on a substrate and functionalized with probe biomolecules.
eactions then between the immobilized probes and target
olecules may  be monitored as a change in capacitance or

mpedance of the device. In the simplified case where the electrodes
re thick and where edge effects maybe neglected, the capacitance
f an IDE sensor is given by:

sensor = �ε
lt

d
(2)

here ε is the permittivity of the sensitive coating film, n the num-
er of the fingers, l the length, t the thickness of the interdigital
lectrodes and d is the distance between the electrodes. In the par-
icular case where nanoscale electrodes are used this simple model
annot be applied in the calculation of the capacitance of the device
nd more complicated models should be used (Gerwen et al., 1998;
lthuis et al., 1997). In the case of electrode–solution interfaces the
apacitance variations between a functionalized electrode and a
eference electrode into the biological solution are measured. In
hese systems, the signal is affected not only by changes of the
ielectric permittivity of the biological material but also by the

ncrease of its thickness and the displacements of ions and water
olecules from the surface.
In an alternative approach, capacitance type biosensors and sen-

or arrays are being developed based on changes of the distance
etween the capacitor plates. These devices are made of a rigid

lectrode on the substrate and a flexible electrode, which is typi-
ally a membrane. On the flexible electrode the probe biomolecules
re immobilized. The membrane deflects due to surface stress
ariations when the probes bind to their respective target counter-
electronics 27 (2011) 1– 11 3

parts. The deflection is then translated into a change in capacitance
between the flexible electrode and the substrate. In this case,
expression (1) is modified and the capacitance is given by

C = εrεo

∫ ∫
A

(
1

d − w(x, y)

)
(3)

where w(x,y) is the displacement of the flexible electrode. In the
following sections the various capacitive biosensor categories are
described in detail.

3. Interdigitated electrodes

The use of interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) for the development
of sensors has been receiving growing interest during the last two
decades. The fabrication of the IDEs by means of lithography allows
for the development of sensitive, low cost and miniaturized chem-
ical sensors and biosensors. The IDEs are usually fabricated by
lithography techniques on Si and glass substrates and have typical
electrode width and spacing, which vary from tenths of nanome-
ters to tenths of microns. Au, Ti, Pb and Al are some of the most
commonly used metals for the electrodes fabrication. In the field
of interdigital capacitive (IDC) sensors, the principle of detection is
based on the change of the dielectric constant of the interdigitated
capacitor. The capacitance of a particular sensor is a function of
the dielectric permittivity of the sensor materials and the geomet-
ric characteristics of the electrodes. Several groups have proposed
analytical models to evaluate the capacitance of IDC sensors hav-
ing an infinite top air layer (Wei, 1977) or a multi-layer structure
over the electrodes (Gevorgian et al., 1996; Igreja and Dias, 2004). A
schematic illustration of an IDC biosensor is depicted in Fig. 2. The
probe elements are immobilized on the sensor surface and upon
binding with target molecules, a measurable change occurs in the
capacitance between the electrodes. The sensor surface is usually
passivated by a thin insulating layer in order to reduce the faradaic
currents between the conductors and provide the appropriate sur-
face for the immobilization of the probe elements.

The performance of IDEs based biosensors depends on the sen-
sor design. It has been proven that when the interdigitated features
are comparable in size to the target analytes the sensor response is
optimized (Laczka et al., 2008). When antibodies bind to antigens
or when DNA binds to probe molecules, only a very small region
just above the surface is modified (i.e. on the order of 10–100 nm
for an antigen–antibody layer and up to 200 nm for a probe–DNA
binding). The electric field produced by the nanoscaled electrodes
extends only ∼100 nm above the surface of the biosensor. There-
fore, nanoscaled electrodes provide improved sensitivity compared
to conventional electrodes (Gerwen et al., 1998; Hoffmann et al.,
1995). Gerwen et al. (1998) calculated that for electrodes with
widths and spacings of 250 nm,  80% of the electric field is restricted
in a layer not higher than 250 nm above the surface. An interest-
ing approach of a three dimensional IDC sensor was presented by
Bratov et al. (2008) for the detection of DNA hybridization. They
proposed that by utilizing insulating barriers between the elec-
trodes, the main portion of the electric field lies close to the surface
of the functionalized barriers and thus the sensitivity of the sen-
sor is enhanced. In addition, as IDEs are suitable for monolithic
integration, parasitic capacitances can be significantly reduced thus
enhancing signal-to-noise ratio and device sensitivity.

The use of IDC biosensors has been applied for sensitive and label
free detection of DNA and other analytes, as in the following exam-
ples. Berdat et al. (2006) presented the detection of synthetic ssDNA

in the micromolar range using interdigitated micro-electrodes and
impedance measurements. The same group also reported detec-
tion of PCR-amplified DNA from Salmonella choleraesuis in the nM
range using micro-electrodes in a fluidic cell (Berdat et al., 2008).
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ig. 2. Schematic illustration of an interdigital capacitive (IDC) biosensor. 3D depict
robe–target molecules binding (b).

iu et al. (2008) used interdigitated gold micro-electrodes in order
o study the impact of the length and concentration of free free-
oating double stranded DNA molecules. The results show that the
olution dielectric capacitance increases as the concentration or the
ength of the DNA molecules is increased and the detection limit for

 400 base pair (bp) long molecule was found to be in the nanomolar
ange.

Taylor et al. (1991) demonstrated an impedimetric biosen-
or based on interdigitated electrode transducers. They used a
ual electrode design and portable electronics to subtract the

mpedance change of the control chip from that of the test chip
nd the resulting impedance output was indicative of specific
ntibody–analyte binding. They reported real time detection of
IgG–anti-hIgG binding with sensitivity in the pg/ml range. Gul
t al. (2006) reported a label free capacitive biosensor for the C-
eactive protein (CRP) detection which holds great potential for
arly detection of cardiovascular diseases. Interdigitated gold elec-
rodes of 25 �m width and 25 �m spacing were passivated by a
iO2 layer and silane coated. By immobilizing the CRP antibody on
he sensor area they were able to detect the CRP antigen in the
g/ml range. They observed that concentration versus capacitance
hange at 2.62 GHz was linear within a 100–800 ng/ml antigen
oncentration range. Recently, another work for the detection of
ardiovascular risk biomarkers has been reported by Qureshi et al.
2010).  The use of multiple IDC biosensors integrated in the same
hip enabled label free and high sensitivity (25 pg/ml limit of detec-
ion) detection of multiple biomarkers with potential use in real
erum.

The detection of viable whole cells (Escherichia coli O157:H7) by
n IDC biosensor has also been reported (Varshney and Li, 2008).
mpedance measurements in a flow cell enabled the detection of the
. coli O157:H7, which is one of the most harmful food-borne bac-
eria, in a range from 8.0 to 8.2 × 108 CFU/ml. The limit of detection
as significantly improved when the same group used magnetic
anoparticles for signal amplification as well as an effective way  for
eparating and concentrating the bacteria in real sample (Varshney
nd Li, 2007).

A method for increasing the sensitivity of the IDC biosen-
ors through the use of labels has also been proposed by
oreno-Hagelsieb et al. (2004).  Their sensing devices consisted of

nterdigitated capacitors made of Al electrodes covered by a thin
l2O3 insulating layer. They used an indirect labelling scheme for

he detection of DNA hybridization which is usually referred to as
andwich assay. The first probe, a 25 nucleotide-long ssDNA, was
mmobilized on the sensor area and the hybridization was  achieved

ith a solution consisting of a heta denaturated 534 pb biotiny-
ated DNA fragment obtained by a PCR reaction. The second probe,

 biotin–antibody coupled with gold nanoparticle labels, was  then

ttached to the biotinylated DNA. Finally, the hybridization signal
as enhanced by silver precipitation which resulted in significant

ensitivity for a target concentration as low as 50 pM (Moreno-
agelsieb et al., 2007). Recently, Bonanni et al. (2010) presented an
 an un-functionalized sensor (a), cross section view of a functionalized sensor after

IDC DNA biosensors based on gold interdigitated nanoelectrodes
for the detection of the breast cancer related BRCA1 gene. They
have also reported significant signal amplification (65%) using a
sandwich hybridization scheme and streptavidin modified gold
nanoparticles. However, this labelling technique is usually time
consuming, costly and requires special sample handling.

4. Electrode–solution interfaces

The most common type of capacitive biosensors is based on
electrode–solution interfaces as they provide a simple, rapid, label
free and inexpensive method for monitoring biological reactions.
Impedance measurements are usually employed to exploit changes
in dielectric properties and/or thickness of the dielectric layer at
the electrode–solution interface due to the probe–target molecules
binding. A typical setup for this category of sensors comprises a bio-
functionalized working electrode, passivated by a thin insulating
layer and immersed in an electrolyte solution. At a given potential,
there will be a charge at the metal electrode, qm, and an equal oppo-
site charge in the solution, qs = −qm. The qm charge is often divided
by the electrode area and expressed as charge density. The charged
species and the oriented dipoles at the electrode–solution interface
form the so-called double-layer which is characterized by a double
layer capacitance, typically in the range of tenths of �F/cm2. It has
been proposed that the double layer is made up of several thin-
ner layers. In particular, closest to the electrode, solvent molecules
and specifically absorbed species (ions and molecules) form the
so-called Helmholtz or Stern layer (Bard and Faulker, 2001). The
distribution of the non-specifically absorbed ions in a three dimen-
sional region, forms the diffuse layer. The diffuse layer extends from
the outer region of the double layer into the bulk of the solution and
it has been independently proposed by Gouy (1910) and Chapman
(1913).

The solution–electrolyte interface has been shown experimen-
tally to behave like a capacitor. Hence, the total capacitance, Ctot,
can be represented by a model of three capacitive layers in series
(Berggren et al., 2001). Fig. 3 depicts a schematic representation
of the three capacitors in series that define the total capacitance
of the biosensor. The first capacitor, Cins, corresponds to the insu-
lating layer. The second capacitor, Crec, involves the contribution
of the surface functionalization layer, the bound probe elements
and the double layer. The third capacitor, Cd, represents the diffuse
layer. Probe–target binding influences the complex capacitance of
the recognition layer, Crec, and thus produces a measurable change
in total capacitance, Ctot. The total capacitance is governed by the
smallest capacitance of the three contributing layers. Therefore, the
design of sensitive sensors demands careful selection of the insulat-
ing layer, which should be as thin as possible with a high dielectric

constant resulting in high Cins capacitance values.

During the last two  decades a lot of work has been pub-
lished on the development of capacitive biosensors based on
electrode–solution interfaces (Berggren et al., 2001). However, the
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of a model of three capacitors in series that define the total capacitance for an electrode–solution interface biosensor. Cins corresponds to
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he  capacitance of the insulating layer. Crec involves the contribution of the function
iffuse  layer (a). Upon probe–target molecules binding a counter change occurs in C

evelopment of capacitive microsystems for DNA sensing is one
f the most interesting applications of this type of sensors. In
he work of Berggren et al. (1999),  oligonucleotide probes were
mmobilized on a self assembled monolayer of cystamine on gold
lectrodes. Capacitance changes on the order of tenths of nF/cm2

ere observed when a complementary 179 long ssDNA-fragment
f a cytomegalo virus was injected and hybridized on the electrode
urface. The authors reported sufficient selectivity of the sensor
nd a detection limit in the attomolar range. Berney et al. (2000)
resented a simple capacitive device for DNA sensing which con-
isted of a doped semiconductor (p+ silicon), an insulating layer
nd an electrolyte. The probe biolayer was formed by immobilizing
he synthetic oligo(DC)30 on the silanized chips. Hybridization of
ligo(DG)30 to oligo(DC)30 was detected from 100 to 1800 pM.  The
etection limit is on the order of 100 pM or 1 �g of DNA and thus
he system is sufficiently sensitive for the direct detection of PCR
roducts.

In another interesting application, Limbut et al. (2006) demon-
trated a capacitive immunosensor for carcinoembryonic antigen
etection, which is an important tumor marker responsible for clin-

cal diagnosis of over 95% of all colon tumors, using a thiourea
odified gold electrode. They reported specific detection of the

arcinomebryonic antigen with a detection limit of 10 pg/ml and
inearity in the range of 0.01–10 ng/ml which covers the concentra-
ion of carcinomebryonic antigen in the blood of healthy humans
<2.5 ng/ml). The same group presented a capacitive biosensor for
he detection of endotoxin, which is a significant contaminant in
ood and water (Limbut et al., 2007). Gold rod electrodes modi-
ed by a self-assembled thiol layer were used as transducers and

 flow-injection system enabled the detection of endotoxin with
 detection limit of 0.1 pM.  The results of the capacitive biosensor
ere in good agreement with those obtained by a reference conven-

ional method. Comparatively, the capacitive biosensor requires
ower analysis time, offers multiple analyses per electrode and real
ime monitoring.

Among the different types of capacitive biosensors, there are
ather few advanced electrode–solution interface based sensors
hat have been used for the detection of analytes in real human
amples or complex matrices. The use of complex matrices usu-
lly affects the sensors’ limit of detection and calibration curve
ompared to the detection of analytes in ideal buffer solutions
Thompson and Ellison, 2005; Tosar et al., 2010). Matrix inter-
erence for electrode–solution based capacitive biosensors mainly
ccurs due to the unknown contribution of the complex matrix
iological specimens to the Crec and Cd capacitances. The Crec

ay  be affected from non-specific binding of the complex matrix

pecimens on the electrode surface and/or physical adsorption.
lthough, an experimental methodology that involves passivation
f the functionalized layer and use of reference electrodes may  be
mployed to reduce the effect of interfering substances, reliable
ion layer, the bound probe elements, and the double layer, while Cd represents the
).

biosensing in complex matrices is hardly achieved. In case of sen-
sors with high sensitivity, the researchers can reduce the matrix
interference by dilutions of the complex buffer, as in the follow-
ing examples. The development of a real time capacitive sensor
with integrated read out hardware system and advanced measur-
ing software has been demonstrated recently by Wongkittisuksa
et al. (2011).  A linear response, between 10−8 and 10−16 M, was
reported for the detection of human serum albumin (HSA) standard
buffers. The capacitive system was also calibrated and evaluated for
measuring HSA in diluted urine samples resulting in a very good
agreement with the conventional method.

In another effort for practical application, a capacitance biochip
based on gold electrodes has been demonstrated for label free
detection of cancer markers by Carrara et al. (2009).  The authors
used ethylene glycol functionalized alkanethiols as a function-
alization layer for the gold electrodes and reported significant
improvement to sensor stability. However, the chip by chip repro-
ducibility was  in the range of 19–25%. The detection limit was
estimated equal to 2.4 �g/ml for commercially available free Hep-
atocarcinoma SCCA marker. Detection of the antigen in patient’s
sample was  reported, however, the limit of detection was  difficult
to be determined.

Amplification of capacitance signals on electrode–solution
interface sensors has been demonstrated by Wang et al. (2006)
through Au nanoparticles conjugation. The authors reported sig-
nificant capacitance signal, on the order of hundreds of �F/cm2,
for monitoring the model fluorescein/anti-fluorescein system using
gold electrodes. The use of Au nanoparticles has also been
reported to enhance the immobilization of the biomolecules onto
the working electrode of a capacitive immunosensor (Loyprasert
et al., 2010). The authors reported sub-attomolar limit of detec-
tion (0.09 aM)  and extremely wide linear range (10−19–10−11 M)
for label free detection of cholera toxin. The high surface-to-
volume ratio, due to the assembled Au nanoparticles, together
with antibodies bound with well-retained bioactivities to the Au
nanoparticles surfaces, were proposed to dramatically enhance the
immobilization density of antibodies and therefore optimize the
sensor characteristics.

5. Capacitive membranes

Capacitive membranes typically exploit the variations of the
surface stress induced when the probe molecules on the functional-
ized surface interact with their target counterparts. Their operation
principle is similar to that of cantilever surface stress biosensors.

Surface stress based biosensors consist of flexible structures where
one of their surfaces is functionalized with probe molecules. The
interaction with the appropriate target molecules induces sur-
face stress variations and finally changes in the deflection of the
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Fig. 4. The operation principle of the surface stress based capacitive membrane
sensor. 3D depiction of a functionalized sensor before and after specific binding (a)
and  cross section view of the structure (b). The interaction between probe and target
molecules results in surface stress changes on the membrane functionalized surface
V. Tsouti et al. / Biosensors a

tructure. Microcantilever biosensors provide high sensitivity and
he ability of parallelization into arrays of differently function-
lized cantilevers. In most cases, cantilever bending is detected
ptically (Fritz et al., 2000; McKendry et al., 2002; Hansen et al.,
001) or by utilizing the piezoresistive effect (Mukhopadhyay et al.,
005). Optical detection however, constricts miniaturization as

t requires costly and cumbersome setups. In addition, measure-
ents are difficult in opaque liquids such as blood. On the other

and, piezoresistive detection is less sensitive and temperature
ependent. Capacitive detection is desirable as it is highly sen-
itive and can provide absolute displacement but is not feasible
n cantilever biosensors as the electrolyte solution causes faradaic
urrents between the capacitor plates. When a membrane is used
nstead of a cantilever, the capacitor plates are sealed from the elec-
rolyte solution thereby enabling reliable detection. In addition,
lthough the deflection of cantilevers to surface stress is larger than
hat of membranes, the resolution of capacitive readout exceeds
hat of optical detection techniques. Therefore micromembrane
apacitive biosensors have sensitivity comparable to microcan-
ilever biosensors with optical readout (Carlen et al., 2006, 2008).

The mechanisms contributing to cantilever or membrane bend-
ng are complex and may  vary depending on the particular
nteraction taking place. Consequently, cantilever bending has been
ttributed to the conformational entropy of the biomolecules or to
orces between the sensor surface and the immobilized molecules,
orces between the biomolecules themselves as well as interactions
etween biomolecules on the surface and the water molecules in
he solutions. For example, electrostatic and steric repulses (Fritz
t al., 2000; McKendry et al., 2002) as well as hydration (caused
y perturbation of the hydrogen bonding network of water sur-
ounding DNA molecules) and osmotic forces (that arise due to the
ntropic motion of the counter ions that are localized around the
NA) have been reported for DNA hybridization (Stachowiak et al.,
006; Hagan et al., 2002). Complex behaviour is observed also in
he case of protein binding, as depending on the nature of the probe

olecules immobilized on the surface, compressive stress, tensile
tress or no stress variations have been reported (Shu et al., 2007).

A schematic of a capacitive biofunctionalized membrane sensor
s depicted in Fig. 4. The sensing element is composed of a rigid
xed electrode implemented on the substrate, a cavity and a flexi-
le membrane electrode over the cavity. On the membrane surface,
robe molecules are immobilized and upon interaction with their
orresponding targets, the membrane deflects due to surface stress
ariations. The deflection is translated into a change in capacitance
etween the flexible electrode and the substrate. The flexible elec-
rode constitutes a thin membrane that can be made of a conductive

aterial, such as highly doped Si, or a thin conductive layer on an
nsulator, such as silicon nitride, SiO2 or polymers.

In capacitive readout the deflection of the membrane can-
ot be confirmed in a straightforward way. Nevertheless, the
emonstration of the deflection of a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
icromembrane based sensor has been recently presented using

ptical readout (Sang and Witte, 2010). The PDMS membrane was
overed with a thin gold layer serving as appropriate layer for
he sensor functionalization. The deflection of the membrane was

easured using two test systems: one based on a fiber optic inter-
erometer where the deflection signal was converted to electric
ignal and one using a white light interferometer composed of light
ource, camera system and piezoelectric system. In this case, the
ptical readout system revealed significant deflection of the center
f the membrane during the capture of healthily living E. coli bac-
eria. Their results showed that the sensor signal depends on the

roups that are available on the functionalized membrane (–COOH,
OH, –CH3) and is consistent to the theoretically expected interac-
ions of these groups with the outer membrane of the E. coli cell.
he maximum membrane deflection was observed for –COOH end
and  subsequent change in the membrane deflection. These variations are sensed
as  a capacitance change between the flexible membrane and the fixed substrate
electrode.

groups and was  about 100 nm for 1.7 × 103 cells/�l. The surface
stress induced during the interaction led to deflection opposite to
that induced by the weight of the solution.

Another PDMS membrane biosensor has been presented by Cha
et al. (2008).  The sensor readout was  capacitive and their sensing
element was a PDMS membrane of 2–4 �m thickness. The mem-
brane was covered by a thin gold layer serving as interlayer for the
immobilization of probe molecules, whereas its inner surface look-
ing inside the cavity was  covered with aluminium serving as the
conductive flexible electrode. This structure resulted in dome-like
membranes that provide mechanical rigidity against external dis-
turbances. The authors presented detection of DNA hybridization
and protein recognition by aptamers. The capacitance variations
for the hybridization of 16-mer oligonucleotides in concentration
1 �M in 1 M PBS solution were about 6 fF and correspond about
to 20 nm vertical displacement of the center of a circular mem-
brane with radius 250 �m.  The expected limit of detection of such
a structure was  estimated to 35 nM assuming capacitive noise of
0.5 fF.

A capacitive membrane biosensor with a structure of high
aspect ratio of lateral dimension over membrane thickness is
demonstrated by Kang et al. (2010).  Square membranes of 120 �m
side and 25 nm thickness have been fabricated through layer-by-
layer assembly of polymers and single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs). The SWNTs layer, which is incorporated in the membrane,
enables easy temperature control and constitutes the conductor

of the flexible membrane electrode. A PDMS microfluidic chan-
nel is used for the flow of the biological solutions over the 2 by
2 biosensor array and differential capacitance measurements are
performed. The immobilization and hybridization procedures are
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Fig. 5. Typical response of the biosensor array during the hybridization experi-
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ents. The functionalized with the fully complementary to PCR product sensors
CD19N) show significant capacitance decrease compared to the single nucleotide

ismatched (CD19M) and reference sensors.

etected in real time for the hybridization of anthrax DNA in the
ange of 0.1–1 �M.

In another application, a capacitive biosensor element made of
 silicon membrane of 700 nm thickness and 250 �m diameter has
een presented for the detection of the biotin–streptavidin interac-
ion (Tsouti et al., 2009). In this biosensor, the membrane is formed
y the strain compensated epitaxial SiGeB layer of a Si wafer which
as been silicon fusion bonded to a substrate wafer. The final struc-
ure is passivated by a 500 nm thick Low Temperature Oxide (LTO)
ayer, on which the biotin probe molecules are immobilized. For the
unctionalization of the sensing material, the surface of the sen-
or was first coated with 3-[2-(2-aminoethylamino)ethyl amino]
ro-pyltrimethoxysilane (AEEPTMS). Then biotin-NHS probes were

mmobilized on the membrane surface. Biotin-NHS is able to cova-
ently attach to the amino-modified LTO substrate. Biotin probe
rops were dispensed on the sensor surface in 3.55 mM concentra-
ion. For the detection of the biotin–streptavidin interaction, the
repared samples were exposed to a streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin
olution in order to measure the sensor signal and finally the inter-
ction was confirmed with fluorescence spectroscopy. Using PBS as
uffer solution, 21 nM of streptavidin were successfully detected.
he change in capacitance during the interaction was about 1.5 pF
or the sensors that were functionalized with biotin and corre-
ponded to 5% capacitance increase (�C/Cin PBS). On the contrary
he capacitance of the sensors that were used as reference remained
elatively stable with unspecific changes of at least one order of
agnitude less (∼0.06 pF on average).
Using an array of similar surface stress biosensors the detection

f DNA mutations has been recently presented (Tsouti et al., 2010).
ith silicon membranes of 750 nm thickness and 250 �m diam-

ter, the beta-thalassemia CD19 mutation in a (Polymerase Chain
eaction) PCR concentration down to 9 nM has been detected. In
rder to evaluate the sensor, some sensing elements were cov-
red with CD19N (normal) probe molecules and some with CD19 M
mutated). On the remaining elements of the array, neither probe
as immobilized in order for them to be used as reference. Out of

he two types of the probe molecules, only CD19N are fully com-
lementary to the target molecules. During the experiments, the
apacitance values of sensing elements containing both types of

robe molecules and also of reference membranes were monitored
imultaneously during the hybridization process.

In Fig. 5 the response curves of several sensors in the same array
re depicted considering as reference capacitance value (plateu of
electronics 27 (2011) 1– 11 7

zero capacitance) the capacitance values of each sensing element
at the first minutes after the PCR insertion. As shown, after the
PCR insertion, the sensors’ signals remain stable at first and then
decrease for both mutated and normal sensors as well as the ref-
erences. However, the decrease for the sensors with the normal
CD19 is by far larger than that of the other two, an indication that
a hybridization reaction is taking place between the immobilized
CD19N probes on the surface of the sensor and the PCR solution
under analysis. The mutated CD19 probe oligonucleotides, which
have a single nucleotide mismatch in their sequence, show very lit-
tle response. The average differential signal of normal CD19 sensors
is about 13 pF, whereas the average initial capacitance value of the
sensors is 65 pF.

Similar efforts to fabricate capacitive surface stress based
biosensors without demonstrating at the moment applications for
the detection of particular biological interactions have been also
presented. Carlen et al. (2006, 2008) measured both deflection and
capacitance changes of Au coated Si micromembrane surface stress
sensors during the self-assembly of alkanethiols. They also show
the effect of the initial membrane deflection to its sensitivity to
surface stress variations. Membranes with larger initial deflection
bend more effectively for a given surface stress. Satyanarayana et al.
(2006) present a parylene micromembrane surface stress sensor
and demonstrate its response in chemical sensing. On the upper
surface of the membrane, a thin gold layer is deposited serving as
the conductor of the flexible electrode as well as the film on which
self assembled monolayers are immobilized. The gold film does not
cover the entire membrane surface aiming at sensor signal maxi-
mization. In an improved version, aiming at the compensation of
temperature effects, a thin gold layer can be added on the bottom
of the parylene membrane and the sensor together with its related
electronics can be packaged in a portable system (Lim et al., 2007).

The accomplishment of more effective chemical and biological
sensing through a membrane closer to its substrate is discussed
by Sivaramakrishnan et al. (2008) by exploiting electret mem-
branes. Electret membranes are made of materials that are capable
of trapping and storing charges. These charges are embedded into
the membrane during fabrication itself; therefore the need for an
external bias voltage that could bend the membrane towards the
substrate is eliminated. The charged electret membrane induces
an opposite charge on the metallic backplate resulting in an elec-
trostatic pulling force on the membrane. A first evaluation of this
device in chemical sensing has been presented aiming, among oth-
ers, at the development of biosensors based on the same operation
principle.

Another alternative of capacitive membranes for biological
sensing could be the capacitive micromachined ultrasonic trans-
ducer (CMUT), also demonstrated in chemical sensing (Park et al.,
2007). These are not surface stress based but mass sensitive devices
and in particular an array of vacuum-backed resonating mem-
branes connected in parallel. The surface of the membranes is
covered by the sensing layer and during the interaction with the
appropriate analyte the elements mass increases and a shift on
their oscillation frequencies is observed. Although these devices
perform very well in chemical sensing, their application on biolog-
ical sensing is not reported yet. A possible obstacle for their use
in biosensing is their immersion in liquids. The vibration of struc-
tures such as membranes and cantilevers is constrained in liquid
environments where damping effects occur.

In another capacitive micromechanical system, capable for inte-
gration into a wireless biosensor, Strong et al. (2002) demonstrate
a hydrogel actuated transducer for measuring analyte concentra-

tions in solution. Its operation principle is based on an analyte
sensitive hydrogel which fills a rigid container. The top of the con-
tainer is a flexible metal diaphragm that deforms upon changes
on the hydrogel volume, whereas holes in the floor of the con-
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Fig. 6. Examples of capacitive biosensors arrays. Image of the capacitive membrane
array which consists of 16 rows of membranes (250 �m diameter) sharing the same
V. Tsouti et al. / Biosensors a

ainer allow exposure of the hydrogel to the analyte solution. The
apacitance is measured between the flexible electrode and a fixed
lectrode. The detection of calcium nitrate solution in different
oncentrations has been demonstrated using a square hydrogel
tructure with 4 �m thick silicon nitride/NiTi diaphragm, area
.3 mm × 4.3 mm and hydrogel volume 11 �l. The hydrogel used
as uncrosslinked poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA)

nd showed greater sensitivity for low analyte concentrations
swelling force of 110 mN/M/�l for 0–0.5 M calcium nitrate tetrahy-
rate and 13 mN/M/�l for concentration 0.5–3 M).  Tests on an LC
evice showed an estimated average sensitivity of 66 MHz/�M
alcium nitrate tetrahydrate in the concentration range 0–0.5 M.
ydrogels are materials capable for implantable devices and can
ave applications for measuring body analytes such as pH, glucose
nd urea (Kikuchi et al., 1996; Schalkhammer et al., 1995; Sheppard
t al., 1995).

. Capacitive arrays

The development of miniaturized capacitive arrays is of crucial
mportance for the successful use of these microsystems in practi-
al biological applications where a large number of tests that need
o be carried out concurrently are sought for. In the case of bio-
unctionalized membrane sensors each capacitor of the biological
rray consists of a flexible and a fixed electrode. Satyanarayana
t al. (2006) report a 3 × 3 array of individual sensor unit cells
each with 2 devices) that occupies an area of 1 cm2. The sens-
ng elements of this device have been described in the previous
ection and they have been demonstrated in chemical sensing.
n Tsouti et al. (2008) a membrane sensor array consisting of
56 sensors and occupying 1.44 cm2 is presented. Despite the

arge number of sensing elements, only 32 contacts are needed
o address all of them. The sensing elements of this array have
lso been presented in Section 5. The flexible electrode of each
evice is a boron doped strain compensated silicon membrane
nd the counter electrode is formed by phosphor diffusion on
he substrate. The membranes are supported peripherally over a
.5 �m thick silicon dioxide layer. In order to form the sensor
atrix, each sensor is aligned onto thin stripes (columns) cut out

f the device layer of an SOI wafer. Al lines running perpendic-
lar to these stripes connect the sensors in the other direction
rows) as shown in Fig. 6a. Each capacitor can be addressed by
he corresponding column and row. This array consists of 256 sen-
ors and is cut in 12 mm × 12 mm dies. The active sensing area is

 mm × 5 mm and is enclosed in a PDMS frame during the measure-
ents in order to constrain the biological solution over the sensing

rea.
Impedimetric microarrays with functionalized electrodes have

lso been presented. Their capacitance is usually measured utilizing
n average based technique, the charge based capacitance mea-
urement method (CBCM). Based on experimental results, Guiducci
t al. (2006) first demonstrated that a fully integrated impedimet-
ic array is a viable technology for DNA label-free detection. The
ensing elements are gold electrodes deposited by sputtering and
onducted with buried aluminium wires. Each electrode is sur-
ounded by a counter gold ring electrode which may  serve for
pecific modification processes based on electrochemical copoly-
erization (Caillat et al., 1999) and electrical measurement in

wo electrode configurations. Each array contains 2 × 10 or 2 × 22
ensors with each sensor dimensions equal to 48 �m × 48 �m.  A
MOS DNA chip of 128 sensing sites (8 × 16) occupying an area of
.4 mm × 4.5 mm has been presented by the same group (Stagni

t al., 2006). An on chip addressing circuit serves for addressing
he sensors and the output measurements results in a digital signal
hich can be read by a computer. The results show decrease of the

apacitance during the specific DNA hybridization process and the
Al  line and 16 columns of membranes sharing the same substrate stripe (a). An array
of  4 IDEs with different spacing (b).

capability to distinguish between specific and non-specific binding
(Guiducci et al., 2006; Stagni et al., 2006, 2007).

Ghafar-Zadeh and Sawan (2008, 2010) present the viability
of a hybrid microfluidic/CMOS sensor system for many Lab-on-
Chip applications such as DNA microarrays. The CBCM method
is used and the system is demonstrated using chemical solvents
with known dielectric constants and polyelectrolyte solutions. The
same method is used by Yusof et al. (2010) for the hybridization
of 20-mer oligonucleotides. An alternative technique that allows
reliable measurement of both C and R in a 16 × 8 microelectrode
array through excitation by triangular wave voltage is presented
by Lee et al. (2010).  This technique showed linear response and
increased sensitivity compared to similar sensors measured with
other capacitive techniques. They present limit of detection down
to 10 nM for PNA–DNA binding.

There are also applications where labels are necessary in
order to acquire a detectable signal by electrode biosensor arrays.
These sensors usually utilize nanoparticles for signal amplification

(Moreno-Hagelsieb et al., 2004; Varshney and Li, 2007; Mehta et al.,
2007). The amplification approaches result in significantly differ-
ent dielectric properties at the regions with captured biomolecules
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Table  1
Summary of capacitive microsystems and their applications in biosensing.

Interaction Biosensor type Labelling Target molecules Min. measured
concentration (limit
of detection)

Reference

hIgG–anti-hIgG binding Gold IDEs No In buffer 50 ng/ml (1 ng/ml) Taylor et al. (1991)
C-Reactive protein

antigen–antibody
interaction

Gold IDEs No In buffer 100 ng/ml Gul et al. (2006)

Escherichia coli O157:H7 Gold IDEs No In pure culture 8 × 108 CFU/ml Varshney and Li (2008)
ssDNA  detection

(synthetic)
Gold IDEs No In buffer 0.625 �M Berdat et al. (2006)

Synthetic DNA
hybridization/Salmonella
choleraesuis DNA
hybridization

Platinum IDEs No In buffer 1 nM/50 nm Berdat et al. (2008)

dsDNA detection Gold IDEs No In buffer 1 nM Liu et al. (2008)
Sulfonamide antigen

SA2-OVA–antiserum
interaction/DNA
hybridization (synthetic)

Aluminium IDEs No In buffer 0.064 nM/10 �g/mL Bratov et al. (2008)

Polyclonal antibodies –
E. coli or Salmonella

Gold IDEs No In buffer 104–105 cells/ml Laczka et al. (2008)

HIV  DNA hybridization Aluminium IDEs Au NPs PCR product 0.2 nM Moreno-Hagelsieb
et al. (2004)

DNA  hybridization Aluminium IDEs Au NPs PCR product 0.05 nM Moreno-Hagelsieb
et al. (2007)

Antibody–Antigen
(cardiovascular risk
biomarkers)

Gold IDEs No In buffer 25 pg/ml Qureshi et al. (2010)

4-Carboxyphenylboronic
acid  (CPBA)–dopamine
(DA)

Aluminium IDEs No In buffer Sub-fM Lu et al. (2010)

DNA  hybridization (BRCA1
gene)

Gold IDEs Au NPs In buffer 3 �M Bonanni et al. (2010)

DNA  hybridization Gold electrode No In buffer 0.2 aM Berggren et al. (1999)
DNA  hybridization Doped silicon electrode No In buffer 100 pM Berney et al. (2000)
Carcinoembryonic antigen

(anti-
CEA)–carcinoembryonic
antigen (CEA)

Gold electrode No In buffer 10 pg/ml Limbut et al. (2006)

Bacterial endotoxin Gold electrode No In buffer 0.1 pM Limbut et al. (2007)
Hepatocarcinoma marker

SCCA
Gold electrode No In buffer/human serum 2.43 �g/ml (in

buffer)
Carrara et al. (2009)

Fluorescein/anti-
fluorescein
interaction

Gold electrode Au NPs In buffer 0.015 �g/ml Wang et al. (2006)

Cholera toxin (CT)–Anti-CT
antibody interaction

Gold electrode No In buffer 0.09 aM Loyprasert et al. (2010)

Human serum
albumin/anti human
serum albumin

Gold electrode No In buffer/urine samples 100 aM Wongkittisuksa et al.
(2011)

DNA  hybridization Gold electrode No In buffer/crude protein
matrix

0.01 pg/l (in
buffer)/0.1 pg/l (in
matrix)

Numnuam et al. (2009)

DNA  hybridization Gold electrode No In buffer 1 �M Yusof et al. (2010)
Hybridization of 16-mer

oligonucleotides
PDMS
micro-membrane

No In buffer 1 �M (35 nM) Cha et al. (2008)

Aptamer–Thrombin
binding

50  nM

Biotin–streptavidin
binding

Si  micro-membranes No In buffer 21 nM Tsouti et al. (2009)

DNA  hybridization
(beta-thalassemia)

Si micro-membranes No PCR product 9 nM Tsouti et al. (2010)

DNA  hybridization
(oligonu-
cleotides/anthrax
DNA)

Nanocomposite
memebranes
([PAH/PSS]5/PAH/SWNT5/
[PAH/PSS]5)

No In buffer 100 nM Kang et al. (2010)

PNA–DNA hybridization Gold electrodes No In buffer 10 nM Lee et al. (2010)
DNA  hybridization Gold electrodes No In buffer 3 �M Stagni et al. (2007)

In
b

a
i
l
o

E.  coli IDEs array Magnetic NPs 
nd increase the sensor sensitivity and selectivity so as detection
n real samples is enabled (Varshney and Li, 2007). However, prob-
ems in the microfluidic part of the biosensor may  arise by the size
f the amplification particles. In addition the amplification schemes
 pure culture/ground
eef

7.4 × 104 CFU/ml
/8 × 105 CFU/ml

Varshney and Li (2007)
must be avoided as the measurements become complex and time
consuming.

Although few reports refer to capacitive sensor arrays, their
development would greatly enforce handheld systems for point of
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are applications. Studying multiple interactions in parallel reduces
ost and sample volume as well as the time needed for diagnosis.
owever, several issues related to electrical readout and the appli-
ations of these systems are still under investigation (Benini et al.,
007). Some of these issues are discussed in the following section.

. Outlook

In the previous sections we presented examples of biosensors
nvolving capacitive or impedimetric detection. Capacitive read-
ut offers the ability to create label-free integrated microsystems
ith miniaturized dimensions thus saving cost, time and system

omplexity. Until recently, the operation of most of the capaci-
ive biosensors described in the literature has been based on the
hanges of the dielectric properties and/or the thickness of the
ensing layer upon the biological reaction. Recently, however, a
ew type of capacitive biosensor, which bases its operation on
hanges of the distance between the capacitor plates due to sur-
ace stress changes induced by the biomolecular interactions, has
lso emerged. Table 1 summarizes the biological applications and
he performance of the presented biosensors.

A major concern when realizing a system incorporating a capac-
tive biosensor is the integration of the readout electronics. Among
he systems presented, interdigitated electrodes are perhaps those
hich can be most easily integrated with the appropriate electron-

cs. More complicated structures such as micromembrane sensors
ay  have to be realized into hybrid systems as their integration
ay  not always be feasible. On the other hand, electrode solution

nterfaces, although sensitive, are usually rather bulky as an elec-
rode in the solution chamber is typically used. However, their use
n miniaturized arrays is not excluded. The possibility to integrate
apacitive biosensor arrays into a single chip along with enabling of
lectrical detection are perhaps the most significant advantages of
his kind of sensors. Integration, on one hand, significantly reduces
he size of the biosensor as well as the parasitic capacitances due
o wire bonding, which limits the sensor performance (Lu et al.,
010), while electrical detection eases readout electronics design
nd implementation thus leading to compact portable instruments
or point-of-care diagnostics.

The production cost of the capacitive sensors, especially in the
ase of capacitive electrodes is suitable for single-use biosensors. In
he case of infectious agents, disposal of the biosensors is preferred.
or lowering the cost of a portable biosensor with the appropriate
riving circuit and microfluidic parts, multiple-use devices through

 reliable cleaning procedure, or the possibility for keeping the driv-
ng circuit and dispose of the remaining parts of the device are
ossible alternatives.

On the other hand, in the capacitive biosensor world, very few
orks have been presented indicating reliable detection of an ana-

yte in real complex samples. Although the biological receptors are
sually specific, interfering substances in the analyte solution may
ffect both the sensor selectivity and sensitivity (Thévenot et al.,
999, 2001; Tosar et al., 2010). Therefore, the performance of these
evices strongly depends on whether the analyte is in buffer back-
round or within a real biological matrix. False positive or false
egative results may  be due to the matrix components. A common
ractice for compensating the effect of interfering parameters is
ifferential measurements using reference sensors without biolog-

cal receptors on their surface or with molecules that are expected
ot to interact with the analyte. For some applications the effect of
ell defined interfering substances may  be restricted by selective

embranes that do not permit the substances reaching the recep-

ors (Thévenot et al., 2001). As capacitive membrane biosensors
ave been recently developed, there is no reference in the liter-
ture on the effect of real biological matrices on these sensors;
electronics 27 (2011) 1– 11

therefore research in this area must be intensified and relevant
experiments need to be performed. Finally, for the capacitive elec-
trodes, many researchers indicate that the fabricated sensors were
unable to detect a specific analyte in complex samples albeit their
high sensitivity when the analyte was  in a buffer solution.

A method for reliable and fast detection of pathogens in real
samples that has been reported uses magnetic nanoparticles to
separate and concentrate the bacteria (Varshney and Li, 2007).
However, the nanoparticles in this case work also as labels enhanc-
ing the sensors’ signal. Although capacitive biosensors appeared
many years ago, only recently works presenting label-free detec-
tion in complex matrices have been published (Numnuam et al.,
2009; Carrara et al., 2009; Wongkittisuksa et al., 2011) and still a lot
of work needs to be done for reliable sensing. Dilution with a buffer
solution is a method that really helps in eliminating the matrix
effects (Numnuam et al., 2009; Wongkittisuksa et al., 2011). In the
case of detection of DNA hybridization, the levels of nucleic acids
in biological fluids are very low and PCR amplification is necessary
for clinical applications (Teles and Fonseca, 2008). Nevertheless this
restriction may  be overcome using microsystems whose develop-
ment has only recently started that are able to perform PCR. Such
systems may  be combined with miniaturized biosensors to yield
what is called a Lab-on-Chip and which may  be used in portable
analytical devices for practical use (Figeys and Pinto, 2000; Ghafar-
Zadeh and Sawan, 2010). Capacitive biosensors are ideally suited
for incorporation in Lab-on-Chip systems owing to their compact
size and format as well as their ability for label-free operation and
ease of electrical detection. Of course many problems still need to
be tackled before we  will be able to have a fully operational Lab-on-
Chip. Issues involving the microfluidic setup, for example, which is
necessary to move the various fluids over the biosensor first have
to be solved. The solution flow has to be well controlled without
causing leakage or bubbles as in such a case the electrical signal is
significantly affected. The microfluidic part of the sensor will also
enable the desired volume reduction of the biological solution as
well as reduce the time needed for an interaction to occur.

In conclusion, a better understanding of the main mecha-
nisms that determine the response of capacitive biosensors and
subsequent modifications on the sensor design will enhance the
biosensor performance. Among these mechanisms are the para-
sitic capacitances and the electrochemical models of the capacitive
biointerfaces. The protocols used for the biosensor surface func-
tionalization and the immobilization as well as the capacitance
measurement techniques are also means to improve the perfor-
mance of these devices. These systems generally suffer from low
selectivity, higher detection limits compared to label based tech-
niques and in some cases, reproducibility is rather poor (Berggren
et al., 2001). Another drawback of any biosensor, including capac-
itive biosensors, is that the density of sensing elements that a
biosensor array can accommodate is considerably lower than what
may  be achieved with traditional optical scanning techniques and
labelled microarrays. On the other hand, the total size of an inte-
grated system is much smaller enabling their use in point of care
diagnostics.
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